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Converting Lessons into Interactive Lessons  
Promethean ActivInspire- Module 3 

 
 

 

                                
 

 
 
The Object Browser is a powerful tool for organizing, editing and manipulating a Flipchart page.  To 
access the Object Browser, open the browser window and click the Object Browser Button. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A list opens on the menu below.  This list identifies every object, annotation, background, and grid on 
the page.  To identify which label belongs to which item, click an item on the list. The Object Edit 
toolbar will appear around the selected item.  The list is separated into Layers.  Within each layer is a 
list of all the items in that layer in the order in which they appear.  The items at the top of the list will 
be on top of items lower on the list.  

Section 2:  Object Browser 

Section 1:  Layers 

Object 

There are four 
layers within each 
Flipchart Page.  
They are like 
transparent sheets 
which contain only 
certain types of 
objects unless you 
move objects from 
one layer to 
another.   
Items are added to 
the appropriate 
layer in the order 
they are added with 
the most recent on 
the top.   
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To change the layer or order of an item, select it in the browser menu, and click-and-drag it to the 
desired location on the list.  Items hidden underneath other items can be moved to the top of the 
order.  Objects can be moved to the top layer, where they can be erased.  Annotations can be moved 
to the object layer, where they cannot be erased.  Objects can be moved to the background etc...    
 
Select an item and then click on the small menu button to open the Object Edit Menu (see Module 2, 
Object Edit Toolbar).  Objects may also be grouped or ungrouped by selecting them on the list (Ctrl-
mouse click or Shift-mouse click) and clicking the grouping button from the Object Edit Menu. 
 
 

 
 
Sometimes items on a Flipchart are not meant to be moved or 
edited by students.  Thus, items can be locked into place so they 
cannot be moved. To use the Lock command, click the selected 
item to open the Object Edit toolbar, click Object Edit Menu > 
Locked.  The item is now fixed in place and cannot be moved or 
manipulated on the page.  Objects can also be locked using the Object Browser.  To lock all items 
on the page, simply click the word “locked” at the top of the browser.  To lock a single item, double 
click in the column next to the item name under the word “locked” and you will be given a drop down 
list to either lock or unlock the item.  
 
To unlock an item, open the Object Browser.  Double Click the lock next to the item on the list and 
choose unlock or to unlock all items on a page,  just click the word “locked” at the top of the column 
and the lock will be removed from all items.  
 

Section 3:  Locking and Unlocking Objects 
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To access the Magic Ink tool, click the Tools button on the menu bar and click Magic 
Ink.  Magic Ink is an annotation tool (like the pen and the eraser) and functions just like 
the eraser from previous versions of ActivStudio.  It does not actually erase anything, but 
places a “cloak of invisibility” over annotations (and only annotations).  If an annotation is 
placed over an object, the Magic Ink tool can erase the annotation and “reveal” the 

object underneath.  Objects can be hidden by moving them to the annotations level, then applying 
Magic Ink.  Magic Ink annotations can to be moved around the page using the Select tool.   
 
Magic Ink is a great way to add hidden content to a Flipchart that can be revealed later in a lesson.  
 

1. Place an object on the Flipchart page. You have access to many shapes and images in the 
Resource Browser. 

2. Type or add an object to be seen. (Remember this is what will be hidden behind and will be 
revealed using a Magic Revealer.) If you do not see the Text tool you may need to click on 
Switch Profile and go to Authoring. 

3. The object to see through needs to be on the top layer. You can do this one of two ways - 
• Right -click on the object with the Select tool; select Reorder - To Top Layer. 

           OR 
• In the top-left corner click on View > Browsers. Click on the Object Browser. Select the 

object you want to move to the top layer and drag it to the desired position. 
 

                      
                Before          After 
 

4. Get a revealer from the Resource Browser or create your own revealer. 
a. Get a revealer from the Resource Browser 

o Go to Shared Collections - Lesson Building Tools - Magic Erasers - Magic Erasers 
o Drag the desired Magic Eraser onto the page. 

b. Create your Own Revealer 
o Select the desired shape of your revealer. This can be any image or a filled shape 

from Shape tool. 
o Right -click on the object with the Select tool; select “Reorder - To Top Layer.” 
o Erase the fill as close to the edge as possible using the Magic Ink tool.  If you do not 

see the Magic Ink on your toolbar, then go to Tools and select Magic Ink. 
o Group together by using the Select tool and drag a box around both of the objects. 
o Click on the Grouped icon to group the objects together. – You have just created a 

Magic Eraser Tool.  Drag to My Resources > Annotations to save for future use.  
o Move the Magic Eraser over the objects to view the object/text underneath. 
 
 

Section 4:  Magic Ink 
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All tools in ActivInspire will work on the computer screen, even if a Flipchart is not open.  Click 
Annotate Over Desktop button on the Main Toolbar; the Flipchart will be minimized and the desktop 
will appear.  The Select tool will operate as the mouse, opening and closing programs, menus, and 
windows.  
 
When other tools are used, ActivInspire functions as an overlay transparency.  An invisible page is 
opened over the screen application, allowing the user to access the pen and highlighter, the 
browsers, and any other tool.  Clipart and tools can be imported into the page and actions attached.  
This “transparency” remains even if the desktop screen is changed, and can be saved and reopened 
just like any other Flipchart.  To deactivate, click the Annotate Over Desktop button again. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Some tools are accesible without an open Flipchart.  From the 
Main Toolbar Click the Desktop Tools button.  The Flipchart will 
be minimized, the computer desktop will show, and a small tool 
circle will appear.  Scroll the mouse over the picture to make the 
tools appear.  Choices include the camera tool and screen 

recorder, the on-screen keyboard, Express Poll, Tickertape, Clock, Dice, 
Calculator, Sound Recorder, a link to "Promethean Planet," and a button to 
return to the Flipchart. (These tools will be covered in Module 4) 
 

Section 6:  Desktop Tools 

Section 5:  Annotate Over Desktop 
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ActivInspire makes it easy to use documents you created in PowerPoint, PDF applications (such as 
Adobe Acrobat), and even Smartboard files. To access the function, click File > Import.  Select the 
type of file to import, and from the menu open the file.  Choose the size of the Flipchart, which pages 
to import, and whether to place them in an existing Flipchart or to open a new one. 
 
There are two options for importing PowerPoint presentations.  Import as Image creates a single 
snapshot of each PowerPoint page.  Import as Objects creates the same pages, but allows the user 
to manipulate the individual objects on each page.  PowerPoint animations (such as page transitions 
and media links) cannot be imported. 
 
PDF's are imported as single snapshots.  The individual parts on any page cannot be manipulated. 
 
Smartboard Notebook files are imported whole and as-is.  The pages function as Flipchart pages, and 
the individual parts on any page can be manipulated. 
 
 
 
 
 
Any Flipchart downloaded from Promethean Planet, or shared with another teacher can be modified 
by the instructor.  It is usually helpful to save the new version under a different file name so that the 
original is always available. Flipcharts can be personalized by adding or deleting clipart and 
backgrounds, changing the questions according to specific class needs, adding new material, or 
taking out irrelevant material. 

Section 7: Importing PowerPoint, PDF, and Smartboard Files 

Section 8:   Modifying Promethean Planet Flipcharts 


